Self-checkout
Create a better library experience for everyone with Meescan.

Special offer for SEFLIN
Member libraries receive 10% off the annual Meescan licence. Greater discounts are available as more members participate through the consortium.

Librarian Liberation
Reimagined checkout to empower patrons and liberate librarians from the checkout desk.
Revolutionary cloud-based self-checkout allows patrons to use their personal devices or Meescan kiosks to check out items anywhere in the library.

Simple pricing
Allow patrons to use the mobile app and set up as many kiosks in your library as you need, all under the same Meescan licence. No restrictions, no maintenance fees, no hidden costs.
Just a straightforward self-checkout solution.

Features, not fees
Curbside Pickup • Touchless kiosk mode
Returns • Receipt printer integration • Fee payments • Proxy borrowing • Reporting portal • Mobile libraries
Multiple features at a single price point.

Compatible with security gates
With our densensitizers, Meescan is compatible with electromagnetic, RFID, and passaround security.

Powered by innovation
Meescan is proudly developed and built in North America. Our outstanding customer support and engineering teams allow us to meet the most challenging client needs – without any need for on-site visits.

info@meescan.com • (888) 510-7095 • meescan.com
Try it yourself!

1. Download the Meescan app by scanning the QR code.

![QR Code]

2. Activate the app using the demo activation code.

![Demo Activation Code]

3. Use Joe Tester’s or Suzy Cue’s library card to log in and enter the pin: 1234.

4. Check out library items by scanning the demo barcodes below.

- **Magazine**: Designlines, Winter 2015
- **Book**: Olivia Kidney
- **Book**: 20,000 Leagues Under The Sea
- **DVD**: Across The Universe
- **DVD**: NERF N-Strike Elite for Wii
- **Magazine**: ELLE, December 2015